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Abstract 
The relevance of microscopic traffic simulation models for the analysis of traffic operations and safety is based on their ability 
to reproduce real time traffic operations at a given location. Accordingly, one of the major steps in the development and 
application of these models is a good calibration of the model input parameters based on a thorough comparison of simulated 
and observed vehicle trajectories. Videotaping provides a low cost nonintrusive procedure for capturing individual vehicle 
operations over time, and as such, provides a useful tool for obtaining observational data for calibration and validation of 
traffic simulation models. Before videotaped data can be used, however, vehicle tracks or trajectories will need to be extracted 
from a frame by frame analysis of vehicle progression measurements concerning longitudinal and lateral position, speed, and 
acceleration over time. A system for tracking moving vehicles is presented that overcomes many of the practical limitations of 
current videotaping applications usually resulting from traffic and site conditions for the road segment being videotaped. The 
data extraction algorithm proposed in this paper provides a more flexible (less restrictive) method for videotaping of vehicle 
in the traffic stream, which attempts to overcome many of the limitations imposed by other more restricting taping methods 
currently in use. However, the accuracy of the vehicle tracking system needs to be assessed. This necessitates a comparison of 
individual vehicle trajectories as extracted from the video with the corresponding profiles obtained from baseline ground 
control points (GCP) referenced values for the same trajectories. This study has two objectives: 1) to introduce and describe 
the video extraction algorithm that allows vehicle segmentation and tracking, and the computation of traffic parameters from 
the tracking data, 2) to assess the accuracy of this algorithm with respect to changes in the horizontal viewing angle, and the 
number and placement of  GCP along a given road segment. Preliminary results obtained from a case study shown that the 
number of GCP and the deflection angle from the perpendicular camera sightline to the roadway have a significant effect on 
the accuracy of the detected vehicle trajectories. Furthermore, the placement of GCP along the road segment has a significant 
effect on error, especially as it affects the scale of pixels at the edge of the video angle. 
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1. Introduction 
The relevance of microscopic traffic simulation models for the analysis of traffic operations and safety is 
predicated on their ability to reproduce real time traffic operations at a given location. Accordingly one of the 
major steps in the development and application of these models is a thorough comparison of simulated and 
observed vehicle trajectories and a corresponding calibration of model input parameters based on these observed 
trajectories. The high cost of obtaining vehicle tracking data has impeded the precise calibration of these models. 
Without this calibration the resultant simulated traffic outputs remain  unverified with respect to observed real-
world conditions.   
Videotaping provides a low cost nonintrusive procedure for capturing individual vehicle operations over time, 
and as such, provides a useful tool for obtaining observational data for calibration and validation of traffic 
simulation models. Before video taped data can be used, however, vehicle tracks or trajectories will need to be 
extracted from a frame by frame analysis of vehicle progression measurements concerning longitudinal and 
lateral position, speed, acceleration over time. Video-based vehicle tracking methods can be classified into six 
categories: model-based tracking, region-based tracking, active contour-based tracking, feature-based tracking, 
Markov random field tracking and colour and pattern-based tracking. Model-based methods provide reasonably 
accurate results for low traffic volumes or for specific types of objects being tracked (Koller et al., 1993; Baker & 
Sullivan, 1992; Schlosser et al. 2003). In region-based methods, vehicles are assigned to a specific “blob” or 
cluster of pixels that can be tracked over time using cross-correlation analysis (Zhang et al., 2007; Kilger, 1992;  
Oh et al., 2009; Avery et al., 2007; Huang & Yen, 2009). This method provides fairly accurate results for 
uncongested traffic, but is plagued by problems of vehicle individualization where several vehicles have been 
assigned to the same blob. The active contour-based method uses contour models whereby  objects are identified 
through editing or filtering of background information (Koller et al., 1994). This method is also plagued by 
problems of vehicle individualization caused by occlusion. Feature-based methods attempt to track individual 
vehicles using a few features, such as distinguishable lines or corners (Beymer et al., 1997; Kanhere & Birchfield, 
2008; Coifman et al., 1998). One of the most important advantages of this method is that, even in the presence of 
partial occlusion and poor lighting, some of these features will remain visible ensuring uninterrupted tracking. In 
Markov random field tracking method the images are divided into pixel blocks with defined geometry and, a 
spatio-temporal Markov random field is applied to update an object map using two  successive frames (Kamijo et 
al., 2001). The algorithm does not yield 3D information about trajectories. Colour and pattern-based methods use 
colour signatures in quantized RGB space and support vector machines to classify the patterns (Chachich et al., 
1996; Zeng & Crisman, 1996; Zehang et al., 2002; Zeng & Crisman, 1997; Rojas & Crisman, 1997). 
Several algorithms have been developed and implemented commercially to carry out this type of video 
extraction exercise, including PEEK Video Trak-IQ and NGSIM-Video. The main limitation of these algorithms 
is concerned with the rigidity of video taping requirements, i.e. instrumentation and taping conditions needed to 
ensure accuracy of the resultant vehicle trajectories. These video taping restrictions have limited the 
transferability of the results to other sites.  
In the NGSIM-Video method, for example, the camera must be positioned high above the road (tall building)  
with a good nearby vantage point, and good  weather conditions  for video data collection (Kovvali et al., 2007). 
In addition, the view to the roadway from the building should be relatively unobstructed (i.e., trees, overpasses, 
etc.). NGSIM guidelines further require that occlusions among vehicles in the traffic stream are of a short 
duration (10 to 13 seconds) with spacing not less than 20 to 25 meters. When cameras are placed on buildings 
minimum values for longitudinal and lateral angles are required. The longitudinal angle refers to the distance to 
which a vehicle that is moving in parallel to the camera should be captured by the video camera. Lateral angle 
refers to the perpendicular distance from the camera to the center line of the vehicle trajectory. The recommended 
maximum longitudinal angle (α) should not be less than 10 degrees, while the recommended maximum lateral 
angle (β) should be greater than 65 degrees.  
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Conventional methods of extracting video taped data require that the camera be positioned  at 90 degrees with 
respect to the road axis. Furthermore, these conventional methods  use a  uniform allocation of Ground Control 
Points (GCP) over the field of vision, and the GCP are determined  based on sound engineering judgment that 
accounts for the location of feature points along the road. The uniform distribution of GCP may fail to take into 
account error caused by differences in the horizontal angle of vision  with respect to the centerline (position of 
camera) or line of sight.  This error is likely higher at the edges of the field of vision due to  coarser video 
definition or pixel dimensions. In this paper the authors  explore the effect of the relationship between camera 
horizontal viewing angle,  variation from the 900 angle for line of sight with respect to the roadway and the 
placement of  GCP along the road segment. 
The data extraction algorithm proposed in this paper provides a more flexible (less restrictive) method  for 
video taping of vehicle in the traffic stream (Bas & Crisman, 1997), which  attempts to overcome many of the 
limitations imposed by other more restricting taping methods currently in use. However, the ability of the tracking 
algorithm to extract from a video image accurate measures of its progression over time needs to be assessed. This 
necessitates a comparison of individual vehicle trajectories as extracted from the video with the corresponding 
profiles obtained from baseline GPS referenced values for the same trajectories. 
The study described in this paper has two objectives: introduce and describe the video extraction algorithm 
that allows vehicle segmentation and tracking, and the computation of traffic parameters from the tracking data; 
assess the accuracy of this algorithm with respect to changes in the horizontal viewing angle, and the number and 
placement of  GCP along a given road segment.  
The GPS reference system used for this experiment allows the tracking of vehicle progression on a per second 
basis with a location accuracy of 10 centimeters, and has been synchronized to provide information from the 
video tape on a frame by frame basis.  
2. Video extraction algorithm 
Figure 1 illustrates the video image processing algorithm considered in this paper. In order to satisfy both the 
requirements of simplicity and accuracy, the algorithm has adopted a background subtraction-based approach for 
vehicle detection over time (Malinovskiy et al., 2009). Since this approach is sensitive to background changes or 
noise (Jutaek et al., 2009) a median filter technique has been applied. The algorithm consists of four main 
modules: Pre-filtering and geo-referencing, search of background frame, application of filters and analysis of 
traffic data.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Flow chart of the video image processing algorithm 
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For this experiment the video taping was carried out using a mounted digital camera that is able to export all 
video formats. The video is decomposed on a frame-by-frame basis and for each frame filters  have been applied 
to eliminate disturbances caused by brightness of the image and other visual impediments. The  image is then 
geo-referenced and modified with respect to perspective transformation, and subsequently mapped onto a specific 
detection zone. 
Background “information” is extracted from the image based on the RGB scale of color for each pixel; after 
which a sequence of threshold, erosion and dilation operations are performed to eliminate background noise. In 
this experiment individual vehicles are detected and tracked using a region-based method, wherein a unique 
“blob” is assigned by the algorithm which is assumed to correspond to one or more vehicles. This blob is then 
tracked over time. In case of overlapping where a blob corresponds to more than one vehicle, the blob is stratified 
and analyzed in successive frames to determine whether or not it comprises more than one vehicle. 
The output is expressed in terms of several vehicle trajectory descriptors, such as position, length, speed and 
acceleration. 
2.1. Pre-filtering and geo-referencing 
Filtering and geo-referencing operations are applied to simplify the computational effort. All frames are geo-
referenced with respect to the number of ground control points obtained by GPS, that are also visible on the video 
frame.  In order to determine the relationship between image coordinates and ground coordinates systems, a 
mathematical model is required. In this way it is possible to transform image coordinate system into ground 
coordinate system. In this paper two well known mathematical models were applied to transform the images into 
coordinates: the linear affine transformation model and the projective transformation model.  
The linear affine transformation model allows the transformation from image coordinates to objects space 
coordinates through six unknown parameters (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3). This model is expressed as: 
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For an assumed perfectly horizontal flat surface, the projective transformation model is characterized by eight 
unknown parameters (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2)  such that: 
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Using these equations it is possible to realign all the frames by virtually turning the camera angle. 
2.2. Developing the background frame 
Before determining vehicle location and tracking, it is necessary to build a background frame that does not 
include vehicles or other moving objects. This is possible through the application of a simple median filtering 
technique that consists of three steps: 
• the difference between a generic frame and background is performed, obtaining the objects (or “blobs”); 
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• a threshold operation on the color is performed to identify blobs as one or more vehicles;  
• multiple erosion and dilation operations are applied to better isolate the object from the background.  
 
The erosion operation takes as input the frame on which the threshold was performed and tries to clean the 
noise generated by colored pixels which are not vehicles or objects with a defined shape. The dilation process 
takes as input the frame on which the erosion operation was applied and expands the pixels that have been 
cleaned from the background noise. Multiple consecutive erosion and dilation operations permit the vehicles to be 
more clearly defined.  
In the next step the area to be examined is scanned in both X (longitudinal) and Y (lateral) directions and the 
blobs representing vehicles are identified. Their properties, such as size (width, height and area) and gradations of 
color (average, peak, variance and standard deviation), are stored. Once the video image processing algorithm 
identifies an object as a vehicle, it reproduces its trajectory taking into account the error generated by comparing 
the parameters of a generic vehicle k at time t + ǻt with all those identified at time t. Equation (5) indicates the 
threshold error within which a vehicle is identified as such as a vehicle. 
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The vehicle parameters considered for the computation of the errors are: 
• length [mm] 
• height [mm] 
• area [mm2] 
• gradient of color [bytes]  
• variance of color [bytes2] 
• standard deviation of the color [bytes] 
• deviation coefficient of gradient 
Thresholds in these errors can be established to permit the tracking algorithm to identify vehicles and track 
their  movements in space and time. 
3. Analysis of video taping errors 
In order to assess the accuracy of the video extraction algorithm a video taping survey was carried out, wherein 
a sample of trajectories produced by a Volvo S40 equipped with a  Leica GPS unit were obtained. Distance and 
speed profiles extracted from GPS measurements were assumed to provide baseline trajectory values with which 
to compare the accuracy of the measurements extracted from videotaping. 
A digital camera (Sony Handycam HDR-CX160E with a focal distance of 2.1-63.0 mm and a 1/4 Exmor R 
CMOS Sensor) was mounted at an offset distance of 230 meters from the centerline of a stretch of undivided two-
lane roadway at a height of 80 meters.  The camera provides an image resolution of  1,920 x 1,080 pixels with an 
equivalent focal length of 2.57 mm. For this setup, the real dimension of the road included into the frame’s 
boundaries was 340 meters. 
The instrumented vehicle was directed to traverse the test segment ten times for both directions adopting an 
average speed between 40 to 60 km/h. During the experiment both video taped and GPS measures were obtained. 
The video tape images were linked to 27 ground control points (GCP) whose positions were previously 
established by the GPS unit. Video images were referenced to these GCP with a tolerance of 10 centimeters. The 
video tape images were geo-referenced applying both the linear affine transformation model and the projective 
transformation model. 
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In order to evaluate the effect of the number of GCP on the accuracy of the video taped trajectories, a root 
mean square error (RMSE) was estimated in both X (longitudinal) and Y (lateral) directions for each of the two 
transformation models. For the X direction this error was expressed as (Toledo & Koutsopoulos, 2004; Dowling 
et al., 2004): 
 
( ) ( )
N
XX
XRMSE videoGPS¦ −= 2                            (6)  
 
where XGPS is the measure obtained through GPS, Xvideo is the measure obtained through video image 
processing algorithm, and N is the number of evaluation time intervals. 
 
The total RMSE for both X and Y directions was estimated using the expression: 
 
( ) ( )22 YRMSEXRMSERMSEtot +=             (7) 
 
The first issue that needs to be addressed is which of these two transformation models provides the most 
accurate location information. The resultant RMSE for the two models are summarized in  Table 1 and Figure 2. 
 
Table 1. Analysis of RMSE for position (in meters) for each transformation mathematical model, varying GCP number  
Linear affine transformation Projective transformation 
N GCP RMSE (X) RMSE (Y) RMSE tot N GCP RMSE (X) RMSE (Y) RMSE tot 
4 1.809 0.731 1.951 4 1.168 0.889 1.468 
8 1.601 0.710 1.751 8 1.011 0.710 1.235 
12 1.573 0.602 1.685 12 0.848 0.562 1.017 
16 1.645 0.584 1.746 16 0.892 0.591 1.070 
20 1.556 0.554 1.651 20 0.792 0.566 0.974 
24 1.472 0.560 1.575 24 0.795 0.588 0.989 
27 1.480 0.645 1.615 27 0.771 0.601 0.977 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 .RMSE for linear affine transformation (A) and projective transformation (B) for varying number of GCP 
 
(A (B) 
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From the analysis a judicious choice of GCP was found to have a significant effect on video taping error. The 
results suggest that the projective transformation model yields an error that is on average 44% lower than that 
obtained from the linear affine transformation model for the X direction. For the Y direction the differences 
between the two models did not prove to be significant, and this could be due to a lack of variation in scale in the 
Y direction (Figure 2). Observations in the Y direction did not vary very much along the video taped segment. 
The significant difference in the errors between the two methods in the X direction with a significant effect on 
total error suggests that the projective transformation model is preferred. Previous studies on the relationship 
between the number of GCP and the transformation of satellite images (Yousif & Abdalla, 2011) have yielded 
similar results. The difference in the error between the two methods is not affected by the number of GCP placed 
along the video-taped road segment. 
For the projective transformation model, the error was found to decrease significantly with an increase in the 
number of GCP for a scarce placement of points, and then remain constant regardless of the number of GCP 
used. For the segment length and the field of view used in this exercise the results suggest a minimum number of 
12 GCP should be used to obtain the lowest RMSE error. The error in Y direction was not shown to have any 
effect on the reliability of the methods.  
Another important issue that needs to be addressed is how error in video capture is affected by the horizontal 
camera viewing angle and the deflection angle between the camera sight line and  the centerline of the roadway. 
This is illustrated in Figure 3 for the horizontal viewing (Į)  and  deflection angles (ȕ) used in this survey (Į= 
62.42°, ȕ= 84.73°).  The sector angle for this survey is 15.60° for each of the four sectors (two interior sectors 
and two edge sectors). 
 
 
 
Fig.3. Camera angle sectors and ground control points location 
 
The number of GCP was varied from a minimum of one to a maximum of nine per sector, and the RMSE error 
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was estimated for the X and Y directions. The distribution of these errors is given in Table 2 and Figure 4 for 
different numbers of GCP placed along the road segment. 
 
Table 2. Analysis of RMSE in X and Y directions by sector for different numbers of GCP. 
 
 4  total GCP 8 total GCP 12 total GCP 
Sectors GCP RMSE 
(X) 
RMSE 
(Y) 
RMSE 
tot. 
GCP RMSE 
(X) 
RMSE 
(Y) 
RMSE 
tot. 
GCP RMSE 
(X) 
RMSE 
(Y) 
RMSE 
tot. 
1 1 0.397 0.637 0.750 2 0.357 0.500 0.615 3 0.332 0.394 0.515 
2 1 1.068 1.305 1.686 2 0.904 1.054 1.389 3 0.410 0.811 0.909 
3 1 1.374 0.513 1.466 2 1.272 0.423 1.341 3 1.050 0.360 1.110 
4 1 1.508 0.889 1.750 2 1.233 0.687 1.412 3 1.224 0.564 1.348 
 16  total GCP 20 total GCP 24 total GCP 
Sectors GCP RMSE 
(X) 
RMSE 
(Y) 
RMSE 
tot. 
GCP RMSE 
(X) 
RMSE 
(Y) 
RMSE 
tot. 
GCP RMSE 
(X) 
RMSE 
(Y) 
RMSE 
tot. 
1 3 0.340 0.375 0.506 3 0.338 0.422 0.541 3 0.329 0.459 0.565 
2 5 0.623 0.823 1.032 7 0.547 0.670 0.865 7 0.607 0.647 0.887 
3 4 0.931 0.450 1.034 5 0.848 0.448 0.959 7 0.810 0.478 0.940 
4 4 1.322 0.492 1.410 5 1.142 0.589 1.284 7 1.048 0.669 1.243 
 27  total GCP   
Sectors GCP RMSE 
(X) 
RMSE 
(Y) 
RMSE 
tot. 
 
   
 
   
1 3 0.351 0.519 0.627         
2 8 0.616 0.664 0.906         
3 9 0.719 0.475 0.862         
4 7 1.068 0.695 1.274         
 
The results suggest that the error in X direction decreases with the increasing numbers of GCP for sectors 2 
and 3 and remains constant for sector 1 to sector 4. Among the sectors themselves, RMSE increases from sector 1 
to sector 4 for all numbers of GCP placed. Since sectors 1(lowest error) and 4 (highest error) are both edge 
sectors this suggests that the field of view does not have a predominant effect. The effect of sectorial field of 
view appears to be offset by the deflection angle. The deflection angle used in the exercise would suggest a 
higher error for sector 4 than sectors 2 or 3.    
Figure 4 indicates that no consistent relationship exists between error and either number of GCP or field of 
view in Y direction. This is expected given the lack of variation in scale in the Y direction for the video-taped 
road segment in this survey.    
In this study it was not possible to explore more formally the effect of deflection angle on RMSE, since a 
single camera setup was used. However, these results suggest that deflection angle is important and where 
possible should be set close to 900 (as recommended in the NGSIM protocols). 
The average value of the length of the pixels contained in the part of the frame representing the road segment 
was determined to be 14.10 cm in X direction and 52.70 cm in Y direction with a consequent image scale of 
about 1:700 and 1:2,650 for X and Y directions, respectively.   
In this exercise we noted that size of the pixel varies from an average of 13.96 cm for sector 1 to an average of 
14.23 cm for sector 4.The size of the pixel (in X) varies along the frame (from left to right) according the 
following equation:  
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( ) ppx XecmL 498.191.13 −+=                 (8) 
 
where Xp is the pixel coordinate in X direction. 
In Y direction we have no significant variation among the length of the pixels included in the road segment 
representation. 
The variability of the pixels size from sector 1 to sector 4 affects the algorithm for vehicle tracking in the 
direction (X) on which vehicle trajectories are established. Therefore, error in video capture is affected also by 
the deflection from the perpendicular line to the roadway. A deflection to the right as in this survey produces 
increasing errors from left to right side of the frame; on the other hand, a deflection towards the left produces 
increasing errors from right to left. 
4. Conclusions 
The effect of the number of GCP, camera viewing angle and the deflection angle on the accuracy of the 
detected vehicle trajectories was explored.  
Two different geo-referencing models were examined and the results suggest that the projective 
transformation model yields better accuracy than the linear affine model. All the analysis on the accuracy of the 
video taped trajectories were conducted on the basis of the projective model. The statistics were performed on the 
position of the vehicles along the test segment using the RMSE, both for the X and Y directions. 
The error analysis underlines that in the X direction the error decreases significantly with the increase in the 
number of GCP. For this study, a minimum number of 12 GCP are suggested to minimize RMSE error in the X 
direction. The error in Y direction was not shown to have an effect on the reliability of method, and this very 
likely was due to a lack of variation in measurements along this direction.  
Another important issue that was addressed is how error in video capture is affected by the field of view 
(horizontal camera viewing angle) and the sight line deflection from the perpendicular with respect to the 
roadway. The results suggest that the camera viewing angle  did not have a significant  effect on tracking error. 
On the other hand, the deflection angle was found to have a significant effect on this error for the angles chosen 
in the survey. Where possible it is recommended to keep the deflection angle close to 900 with respect to the 
roadway. 
There are a number of conclusions that relate to the video extraction algorithm described in this paper. These 
include: 
• it is possible to have a standard methodology for large areas of video record and free of geometric constraints; 
• ease of video capture. The procedure involves a simpler camera installation at a given distance and height 
from a road segment of interest; 
• notwithstanding the sharp video angles used in this survey and the distance from the roadway, the algorithm 
has been reasonably successful in detecting vehicles and tracking their progress in real time; 
• the algorithm is able to detect with a certain accuracy specific vehicle maneuvers with their corresponding 
position and speed profiles for stretch segments. This information is critically important for calibrating 
microscopic traffic simulation models for application in traffic management and safety studies. 
 
This study presents a number of promising directions for future research.  
Error in the video image processing algorithm is caused by camera placement (height and offset distance) and 
by the deflection of the line of sight with respect to the roadway. Since a single setup was used in this study it 
was not possible to explore these issues further in this paper.  Therefore, further tests are recommended varying 
the point of view of the camera and its main parameters (focal distance, resolution, deflection angle). The 
placement of GCP along the segment has a significant effect on error and a more in-depth analysis of GCP 
placement is suggested, especially as it affects the scale of pixels at the edge of the video angle. The accuracy of 
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the video image processing algorithm should be improved through the implementation of new modules or sub-
routines bypassing some limitations, such as the impossibility of tracking vehicles along curvilinear segment.     
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